
USB-C to USB-C cable
SKU: TECABLETC3AK

With this cable, charging, syncing and data transfer will be fast and easy for devices with
a USB-C connector

HIGH SPEED

This cable is designed to connect devices with USB-C ports, such as laptops, smartphones or tablets. With this cable you will be
able to charge, sync and transfer data,  such as videos, music and documents, at an optimal speed.

UPLOAD AND TRANSFER

This cable supports Power Delivery technology up to a power of 45W , allowing you to power your device quickly and safely
without risk of a short circuit or of overheating your device. Plus, the USB-C cable lets you charge and sync data
simultaneously: while it transfers photos and music to your laptop, it powers your smartphone.

REVERSIBLE CONNECTORS

The USB-C connector is reversible, meaning you no longer have to worry about turning it the right way up to insert it into your
device. What's more, the 1 metre length and anti-tangle finish make it compact and convenient to take anywhere without
worrying about storing it in a case.

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:

two USB-C connectors
Power Delivery technology with up to 45W of power to recharge and transfer data at high speed
able to recharge and transfer data simultaneously
anti-tangle finish prevents knots and tangles



the 1 metre length



USB-C to USB-C cable
SKU: TECABLETC3AK

Technical data
Cable length: 1 m  
EAN: 8018417329081  
SKU: TECABLETC3AK  
Length: 1 METER  
Weight: 20 g  
Connector 1: USB Type C male  
Connector 2: USB Type C male  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 25 mm  
Width Pack: 75 mm  
Depth Inner: 220 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 40 g  
Width Inner: 120 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 440 mm  
Height Inner: 80 mm  
Weight Inner: 295 g  
Width Master: 290 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 270 mm  
Weight Master: 4110 g  
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